Real-time 3D graphics are being extensively used to build interactive virtual environments for a number of different applications. In many situations, virtual objects are required to exhibit complex behaviors, and the use of a versatile behavioral programming methodology is required. This paper presents a feature modeling approach to define behavioral information of virtual objects, giving special attention to their capabilities of interaction with virtual human actors.
Introduction
Behavior animation techniques [1, 2] are often used to animate virtual environments (VEs). This bottom-up approach for artificial intelligence appeared from the field of behavioral-based robotics [3] , and the term agent [4] has been used to refer to behavioral entities based on perception and action. This paper presents a behavioral animation approach, which includes within the object description, more useful information than only intrinsic object properties. Using feature modeling concepts (mostly from CAD/CAM applications [7] ), all interaction features of an object are identified and included as part of the object description. Visual programming techniques are employed within a graphical interface system, which permits the user to interactively specify all different interaction features of an object, as its functionality, available interactions, etc. Objects modeled with their interaction features description are called smart objects. The smart object modeler (SOMOD) was developed for this matter and is also described in this paper.
Special attention is given for the interaction capabilities with virtual human actors. In the smart object representation, actor-object interactions are specified with pre-defined plans. Such plans access object related geometric parameters and describe both the object functionality and the expected actor behaviors during interactions. A higher layer based on a graphical state machine can be used to specify connections between interaction plans.
In this way, pre-defined interaction plans are designed during the modeling phase of the object, allowing fast execution during simulations. A plan can be seen as a scheme or program determining a sequence of actions to be taken in order to accomplish a given goal. Actions are then considered units of behavior, and thus a plan can define a behavior. In this way, the designer of the object uses his/her own knowledge about how to use the object by defining simulation parameters during the modeling phase.
In this work, both actors and objects are considered to be agents. Autonomous agents are often classified as reactive or intelligent, basically depending on the complexity of their behaviors. In the scope of this paper, an object is called smart when it has the ability to describe in details its functionality and its possible interactions, being also able to give all the expected low-level manipulation actions. This can be seen as a mid term classification between reactive and intelligent behaviors. A smart object is then considered to be an agent with not only reactive 2/22 behaviors, but more than that, it is able to provide the expected behaviors of its users, so that this extra capability makes it to achieve the quality of smart.
Although this paper focuses mainly on the actor-object interaction case, the general term user of an object is used, in order to cover interactions with different kind of entities, such as real people immersed in the VE wearing virtual reality devices, or users controlling a pointing device in a standard desktop configuration. The main idea is to provide smart objects with a maximum of information in order to deal with different possible applications for the object. A parallel with the object oriented programming paradigm [8] can be done, in the sense that each object encapsulates data and provides methods for data access.
Related Work
Object interaction in virtual environments is an active topic and many approaches are available in the literature. However, in most cases, the concerned topic is the direct interaction between the user and the environment [9, 10, 11] , which does not consider objects having some proper behavior. Some systems focus on the functionality of objects [12] , however actor-object interactions are rarely considered.
Actor-object interaction techniques were first specifically addressed in a simulator based on natural language instructions using an object specific reasoning (OSR) module [13] . However, it mainly focuses grasping tasks, and no considerations are done for the interaction with more complex objects.
Robotics techniques have been employed for specific sub-problems, as for automatic grasping of geometrical primitives [14] , which is based on a pre-classification of most used hand configurations for grasping [15] . Planning algorithms for determining collision free paths of articulated arms have also been developed for manipulation tasks [16] , but still, the computational cost is too high for interactive simulations.
Connecting modeling and simulation parameters is a key issue for defining object interaction and functionality, and modern CAD systems are starting to integrate simulation parameters in their models [17] . When object functionality becomes complex, specific behavioral programming techniques are used, and many approaches have been proposed. The fact is that the implementation of behavioral modules is a highly context-dependent task, so that when applying standard techniques to a specific domain, many specific issues need to be differently solved. This situation leads to many specific systems being described in the literature, but the techniques involved do not vary significantly.
The most popular techniques use rule-based behaviors: according to the system state, rules can be selected to evolve the simulation. Rules can be organized in different ways and their activation may be based on an action selection mechanism [18] .
State machines are also widely used, but with the graphical representation advantage. Graphical programming methods can thus be introduced to the behavioral programming task. Initially, they seem to be a promising approach, but for most complex systems with a lot of states and transitions, they easily turn to be a difficult representation to construct, understand and maintain. For instance, only coherently drawing state machine graphs can be a complex task [19] . Many systems use some kind of finite state machine to define behaviors [20, 21] . Moreover, 3/22 specific solutions for the animation of virtual actors have been proposed concerning parallel execution [22] and resources allocation [23] .
Alternatively, scripts are also used to program behaviors, as in the IMPROV system [24] . Interpreted programming languages can be also used as scripting tools, as for instance the Python language [25] .
Feature Modeling of Interactive Objects
Feature modeling is an expanding topic in the engineering field [7] . The word feature may suggest different ideas, and a definition can be simply: a region of interest on the surface of a part [26] . The main difficulty here is that, in trying to be general enough to cover all reasonable possibilities for a feature, such a definition fails to clarify things sufficiently.
From the engineering point of view, it is possible to classify features in three main areas: functional features, design features and manufacturing features [31] . As we progress from functional features to manufacturing features, the quality of detail that must be supplied or deduced increases markedly. In the other hand, the utility of the feature definitions to the target application decreases. For example, manufacturing features of a piece may be hard to describe and have little importance while really using the piece. A similar compromise arises in the smart object case, as explained later in figure 1.
Interaction Features
In the smart object description, a new class of features for simulation purposes is proposed: interaction features. In such context, a more precise idea of a feature can be given as follows: all parts, movements and descriptions of an object that have some important role when interacting with an actor. For example, not only buttons, drawers and doors are considered as interaction features in an object, but also their movements, purposes, manipulation details, etc.
Interaction features can be grouped in four different classes:
• Intrinsic object properties: properties that are part of the object design, for example: the movement description of its moving parts, physical properties such as weight and center of mass, and also a text description for identifying general objects purpose and the design intent.
• Interaction information: useful to aid an actor to perform each possible interaction with the object. For example: the identification of interaction parts (like a knob or a button), specific manipulation information (hand shape, approach direction), suitable actor positioning, description of object movements that affect the actor's position (as for a lift), etc.
• Object behavior: to describe the reaction of the object for each performed interaction. An object can have various different behaviors, which may or may not be available, depending on its state. For example, a printer object will have the "print" behavior available only if its internal state variable "power on" is true. Describing object's behaviors is the same as defining the overall object functionality.
• Expected actor behavior: associated with each object behavior, it is useful to have a description of some expected actor behaviors in order to accomplish the interaction. For example, before opening a drawer, the actor is expected to be in a suitable position so that the drawer will not collide with the actor when opening. Such suitable position is then proposed to the actor during the interaction.
This classification covers most common actor-object interactions. However, many design choices still appear when trying to specify in details each needed interaction feature, in particular concerning features related to behavioral descriptions. Behavioral features are herein specified using pre-defined plans composed with primitive behavioral instructions. This has proved to be the most straightforward approach because then, to perform an interaction, the actor will only need to "know" how to interpret such interaction plans.
In the smart object description, a total of eight interaction features are identified, which are described in table 1. 
Interpreting Interaction Features
Once a smart object is modeled, a simulation system is able to load and animate it in a VE. For this, the simulator needs to implement a smart object reasoning module, to correctly interpret the behavioral plans to perform interactions. For example, a VR application in which the user wears a virtual glove to press a button of a smart object will not make the same use of proposed 5/22 hand shapes. In a previous work [27] , an application to test interactions between a data glove and smart objects is described.
There is a trade-off when choosing which features to be considered in an application. As shown in figure 1, when taking into account the full set of object features, less reasoning computation is needed, but less general results are obtained. As an example, minimum computation is needed to have an actor passing through a door following strictly a proposed path to walk. However, such solution would not be general in the sense that all agents would pass the door using exactly the same path. To achieve better results, external parameters should also take effect, as for example, the current actor emotional state.
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Figure 1 -The choice of which interaction features to take into account is directly related to many implementation issues in the simulation system.
Note that the notion of a realistic result is a context dependent notion. For example, predefined paths and hand shapes can make an actor to manipulate an object very realistically. However, in a context where many actors are manipulating such objects exactly in the same way, the overall result is not realistic.
Interaction plans form the interface between stored object's features and the application specific smart object reasoning. Figure 2 illustrates the connection between the modules. The simulation program requires a desired task to be performed. The reasoning module will then search for suitable available behaviors in the smart object. For any selected behavior, the reasoning module follows and executes each instruction of the behavior plan, retrieving the needed data from the smart object representation. When a task to perform becomes more complex, it can be divided into smaller tasks. This work of dividing a task into sub-tasks can be done in the simulation program or in the reasoning module. In fact, the logical approach is to leave the reasoning module only to perform tasks that have a direct interpretation from the smart object behaviors. Then, additional layers of planning modules can be built according to the simulation program goal.
Another design choice appears while modeling objects with too many potential interactions. This issue is related to definition of the component parts of a composed object. In such cases it is possible to model the object as many independent smart objects, each one containing only basic interactions. For example, to have an actor interacting with a car, the car 6/22 can be modeled as a combination of different smart objects: car door, radio, and the car panel. In this way, the simulation application can explicitly control a sequence of actions like: opening the car door, entering inside, turning on the radio, and starting the engine. On the other hand, if the simulation program is concerned only with traffic simulation, the way an agent enters the car may not be important. In this case, a general behavior of entering the car can be encapsulated in a single smart object car. A similar design choice is presented later in the paper with a smart lift, which can be created having only the global interaction plan "enter", or many decomposed plans: "press", "go in", "go out", etc.
The smart object approach introduces the following main characteristics in a simulation system:
• Decentralization of the animation control. Object interaction information is stored in the objects, and can be loaded as plug-ins, so that most object-specific computation is released from the main animation control.
• Reusability of designed smart objects. Not only by using the same smart object in different applications, but also to design new objects by merging any desired feature from previously designed smart objects.
• A simulation-based design is naturally achieved. Designers can take full control of the loop: design, test and re-design. Designed smart objects can be easily connected with a simulation program, to get feedback for improvements in the design.
SOMOD Description
The SOMOD application was developed specifically to model smart objects. It permits to import geometric models of the component parts of an object, and then to specify interactively all needed interaction features, using a graphical user interface. Even for the definition of the behavioral plans, a specific dialog box was designed to consistently guide the selection of the possible parameters to specify for each primitive instruction. Also, a graphical state machine can de used for defining higher-level behaviors.
Object Properties
Features are organized by type, and specialized dialog boxes are used to edit them. Many properties can be defined with text descriptions as a semantic name for the object or any other characteristic, which can then be retrieved by simulators for any kind of processing. Geometric files to compose an object can be loaded and positioned to create a smart object (figure 3). Movements to apply in parts, i.e. actions, are also defined interactively with graphical manipulators. 
Interaction Information
Commands are simply specified as a parameterization over an action, permitting to use a same action in reverse order, at different speeds, and applied to different object parts. Positions are also graphically defined and they can be used for many different purposes. Figure 4 shows as example the used positions for entering an automatic door.
The ability to interactively define graphical features is very important, as it is the only way to see and evaluate their relative location to the object. Features are defined in relation to the object's hierarchy root, so that they can be transformed to the same reference frame of the actor whenever is needed during the simulation. Gestures are the most important interaction information, as they are mainly related to define manipulations with the object. We use the term gesture in order to refer to any kind of motion that an actor is able to perform. The most used gesture is to move the hand towards a predefined position and orientation in space, for example, to press a button (a push movement), or to grasp something. As example, actual possible parameters for the gesture feature are shown in figure 5 . For each gesture, a hand shape (see figure 6 ), a positioning matrix for the hand, and the desired action algorithm must be supplied. Depending on the action algorithm, some extra parameters may be required. As the possible actions depend directly on the capabilities of the animation system, configurable descriptive files are used: when SOMOD starts, a special folder is scanned where files define each supported action algorithm in the target animation system. For example, the ACE system [28], which is based on the agentlib [29] , has full animation support for smart objects, and the most used gesture actions are: reach, push, and sit; all of them based on an inverse kinematics module specifically designed for the animation of virtual human actors [30] .
In short, the action reach only animates an actor's arm to put its hand in a given location. Depending on the state of extra parameters, after the hand has reached the defined goal, the actor can then take or put an associated part. The push action differs in two aspects: it is able to animate the whole actor's body in order to achieve better postures, and the actor's hand can then follow a movement of an associated part in order to simulate the movement of opening, pressing, pushing, etc. The sit action will animate the actor to sit, using a target position to reach with a column central skeletal joint. All these actions use inverse kinematics as the motion motor. These motion motors are correctly initialized and blended during transitions by the simulation system.
Behaviors
As already explained, behaviors are defined using pre-defined plans formed by primitive instructions. It is difficult to define a closed and sufficient set of instructions to use. Moreover, a complex script language to describe behaviors is not the goal. The idea is to keep a simple format with a direct interpretation to serve as guidance for reasoning algorithms, and which nonprogrammers can create and test.
A first feature to recognize in an interactive object is its possible states. States are directly related to the behaviors one wants to model for the object. For instance, a desk object will typically have a variable state for its drawer, which can be assigned two values: "open", or "close". However, depending on the context, it may be needed to consider another midterm state value. Variables are used to keep the states of the object and can be freely defined by the user to approach many different situations. Interaction plans can then be created (figure 7), following some key concepts:
• An interaction plan describes both the behavior of the object and the expected behavior of its user. Examples of some user instructions are: UserGoto, UserDoGest, UserAttachTo, etc. In a previous work [31] , a complete list of the available primitive instructions in SOMOD is given.
• In SOMOD, an interaction plan is also called as a behavior. Many plans (or behaviors) can be defined and they can call each other, as subroutines. Like programming, this enables building complex behaviors based on simpler behaviors.
• There are three types of behaviors (or plans): private, object control, and user selectable. Private behaviors can only be called from other behaviors. An object control behavior is a plan that is interpreted all the time since the object is loaded in the virtual environment. This permits having objects acting like agents, for example sensing the environment to trigger some other behavior, or to have a continuous motion as for a ventilator. Finally, user selectable behaviors are those that can be selected by users, in order to perform a desired interaction. Only selectable behaviors can be accessed by users.
• Selectable behaviors can be available or not, depending on the state of specified variables. For example for a door, one can design two behaviors: to open and to close the door. However, only one is available at a time depending on the open state of the door. The instruction CheckVar is used to control the availability of behaviors. When the CheckVar test is false the behavior is not available for selection. As an example, the behaviors used in the automatic door example of figure 7 are reproduced below: In this example, the user of the object has access only to the behavior "enter", which detects in which side of the door the actor is, and calls the correct private behavior accordingly.
In order to cope with many actors at the same time, two details are taken into account by these behavioral plans: First, the "state_passing" variable counts the number of actors actually passing through the door, and is used to avoid closing the door while an actor is still passing. Another thing is that many different positions were defined for this example but having the same reference name. So that, for instance, when the instruction "UserGoTo pos_out" is interpreted, the system is able to choose, among all positions with the same name "pos_out", one that is not yet occupied. In figure 8 , two actors are interpreting in parallel the same interaction plan, in order to correctly enter the door. SOMOD plans are suitable for describing simple interactions and functionalities. They can still cope with much more complex cases, but then plans start to get more complex to design. It is like trying to use a specific purpose language to solve any kind of problems.
As an example, consider the case of modeling a two-stages lift, composed of many parts as: doors, calling buttons, the cabin, and the lift itself. These parts need to have synchronized movements, and many details need to be taken into account in order to correctly control actors interacting with the lift.
To simplify modeling the behaviors of such complex objects, SOMOD has the extra ability to graphically design finite state machines. The proposed solution is to start designing basic interaction plans for each components of the lift, using the standard behavior editor of figure 7 . Then, when the components have their functionality defined, a state machine can be used, permitting to define the states of the whole object lift, and the connections between the component behaviors. Figure 9 shows a state machine example for this lift case. The user has first designed the plans for the functionality of each component part in particular. For example, there are behaviors to open and close each door of the lift, to press each calling button, to move the cabin, and so on. Then, the user defines in the state machine editor only two global states: "floor_1" and "floor_2". When the lift is in "floor_1", the only possible interaction is "enter_12", that will call a private behavior which calls the full sequence of instructions to perform the full interaction: pressing the calling button, opening the door, entering inside, closing the door, move the cabin up, opening the other door, and going out. Designed state machines are automatically translated into interaction plans so that, from the simulator point of view, all behaviors are treated as plans. When the smart lift is loaded in a simulation environment, the created available behaviors can then be selected.
Templates
Another important utility available in SOMOD is to load template objects. The idea is that any pre-modeled smart object can serve as a template to model new smart objects. A specific window to load templates was designed permitting to scan directories containing smart objects and to choose the desired features to import (figure 10). The template loader functionality associated with the graphical state machine editor and with ACE, forms an effective way of definition, test and reuse of object interactivity. Sets of components can be maintained in proper folders, allowing testing different combinations of components, and achieving a simulation-based design system.
Analysis
SOMOD proposes to program low-level object behaviors using programmed plans, which can be graphically composed to create more complex functionalities. However, there is always a design choice regarding how far behaviors should go in detail to describe interactions or not.
In the lift behavior example of figure 9 , there is a single interaction of entering the lift, which can be too long, giving no options to the actor during the interaction. Figure 11 shows a more complex state machine, which models the functionality of the lift by taking into account possible intermediate states. In this case, the actor needs to select, step by step, a sequence of interactions in order to take the lift to the other floor. Figure 12 shows some snapshots of the animation sequence of an actor entering the lift. This lift model can be much more complex in order to cope with many actors at the same time, entering from any floor, etc. The lift model has been extended in order to correctly cope with up to three actors entering from each floor at a same time.
The simulator program, which manages the animated VE, should correctly treat the case of parallel interpretation of interaction plans. In the VE simulator ACE [28, 31] , whenever an actor selects an interaction plan, a new process is opened in order to interpret it. This process can be seen as the actor skill to interact with objects, and is part of the smart object reasoning module.
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However, it is difficult to evaluate if the programmed behaviors can correctly solve all possible combination of cases. Moreover, it is possible to find examples where avoiding a deadlock situation would be difficult. For example, a deadlock can easily occur when trying to solve the classical problem of simultaneous access of resources that is called the dining philosophers [32] .
When behaviors get complex, the amount of internal private behaviors will increase, and the coherence of the final object may be difficult to guarantee. Complex behaviors can be theoretically programmed with the available plan instructions, but it may not be a simple task in many cases. Although it should be possible, it may not be straightforward to handle a complex situation like, for instance, programming the necessary behaviors for people taking the lift while carrying big objects, also paying attention to let women and kids to have priority over entering the lift. However, in any case, complex behaviors should be defined as plans. Graphical state machines are not hierarchical and were designed to be used as the last layer, just to link previously defined plans.
Difficulties like multiple access of object resources or limitations when modeling complex behaviors, are issues that should be solved with external and dedicated programming languages. The smart object plans were designed to easily solve general and simple cases, and whenever complex solutions are needed, more powerful programming languages should be used. Currently, SOMOD has the extra ability to link behavioral plans with external Python scripts [25] .
It is difficult to measure how far the modeling techniques used in SOMOD are effective. Users which experienced the system found the control interface very simple to assimilate and easy to use for programming simple interactions. However, when starting to build more complex objects, it becomes difficult to coherently program and interconnect all needed behavioral plans. This difficulty is inherent to computer programming in general, and one solution to minimize this point is to build complex objects from simpler ones. This kind of construction is already possible to do with the current template loader, however solutions are still to be found regarding the automatic connection of loaded modules. Such issue is important in order to minimize the needed low-level programming capabilities of the user. 6 . Final Remarks SOMOD has been used to model smart objects for different purposes. Some times objects have simple geometry but a lot of semantic information, and some times objects simply don't offer interaction, and SOMOD is used, for instance, to define relative positions around the object for collision avoidance. Some examples of interactive applications built using smart objects are: urban environment simulations [33] , object prototyping with augmented reality [34] , and behavioral animation of virtual actors [28] . Figure 13 shows a typical working session and figure  14 shows some snapshots of different object interactions during the simulation of an interactive computer room.
Some extensions were done in SOMOD targeting the simulation system ACE [28, 31] . For example, we have integrated behavioral instructions to user-defined functions in Python [25] . This enables writing any kind of complex behaviors, as Python is a complete interpreted and object-oriented language. Some smart objects can also be converted to VRML. A simple translator was developed, however with several limitations. Only simple behaviors can be correctly translated, and interaction is limited to mouse clicks.
From the simulator point of view, the most important aspect of the smart object description is the fact that any user of the object can ask for a list of available interactions, which is generated in run time, depending on the current state of the object. This list of possible interactions forms the communication language between actors and objects, as a behavioral interface to coherently manage any number of users interacting with objects. [33] , which contains around 90 interactive smart objects. In this example, available behaviors of each object are identified by names with semantic meaning, permitting an automatic behavior selection mechanism from natural language instructions.
